
More on Bayesian Infererene forCorrelated Negative-Binomial ProessesRLWDraft 75: 12:23 April 15, 20131 IntrodutionFor any �xed � > 0, � > 0, and p 2 (0; 1) there are several di�erent stohasti proesseswith negative binomial distributions Yt � NB(�; p) at every time t and with the sameautoorrelation Corr[Ys; Yt℄ = e��js�tj; I haven't seen muh about any of them in print, andI don't know of any work on inferene about them. Steutel, Vervaat and Wolfe (1983) talkabout the NP Branhing Proess of Setion (2), and ite Phatarfod and Mardia (1973) forits pgf; apparently it was introdued by Edwards and Gurland (1961). The idea of thinningfor general ID distributions (and negative binomial in partiular) arises in MKenzie (1985,1986). Here's a sketh of these stationary NB Markov proesses, and an idea of how to �ndposterior distributions of �; �; p from data.2 The Branhing NB ModelThe negative binomial distribution NB(�; p) is usually parametrized with pmfP[Y = k℄ = �(� + k)�(�) k! p�qk = ���k �p�(�q)k; k 2 N0 = f0; 1; 2; : : :g (1)where q � 1�p, but it is often more onvenient to use � = p=q 2 (0;1) (replaing \p�qk"with ��(1 + �)���k) or even log � 2 R instead of p. For any � > 0 there is preisely oneproess Yt with NB(�; p) marginal distributions that is stationary, Markov, time-reversible,has orrelation Corr(Y0; Y1) = e��, and has in�nitely-divisible marginal distributions of allorder (that's the main theorem in (Wolpert and Brown 2011)). That paper has the generat-ing funtion for its bivariate distributions, and for its Markov transitions, but only reentlydid I �nd a losed-form expression for the onditional pmf for Yt given Fs, s � t, andso only now do we have a good way to evaluate the likelihood funtion for an observeddata-set y = fy0; : : : ; yJg of values of some random variables Y = fY0; : : : ; YJg at timesT = ft0 � t1 � � � � � tJg � R whih we model with this AR(1)-like joint distribution. Thisis better than the indiret way I had disussed before that used data augmentation.1



2.1 Conditional and Joint pmfWolpert and Brown (2011, x3.5) o�er a reursive update sheme from Ys to Yt for thebNB(�; p; �) proess of the formYt = � + �where � and � are generated from Ys by� � Bi�Ys; � p1�� + �p� (2a)� � NB�� + �; p1��+ �p� (2b)with � � exp(��jt� sj). This leads to a losed form expression for the joint and onditionalpmfs (whih should perhaps be added to Wolpert and Brown (2011)):pt�s(j j i) = P[Yt = j j Ys = i℄= i^jX�=0 �i��� � p1���� (1� �+ �p)�i(1��)i� �(�+ j)�(�+ �) (j � �)!p�+�[(1��)(1� p)℄j�� (1� � + �p)���j= i! �(� + j) p� (1��)i+j(1� p)j(1� �+ �p)�+i+j� i^jX�=0 1�! (i� �)! �(�+ �) (j � �)! � � p2(1��)2(1� p)��= �(� + j)�(�) j! p� (1��)i+j (1� p)j(1� � + �p)�+i+j 2F1(�i;�j;�; z) (3a)where z = �p2(1��)�2(1 � p)�1 and where 2F1(a; b; ; z) is Gauss' hypergeometri funtion(Abramowitz and Stegun 1964, x15.1.1, available in R as hyperg 2F1() in pakage gsl).From this and the one-dimensional marginal Y0 � NB(�; p) the joint pmf (or likelihood) forYT at arbitrary �nite sets T � R an be found. For example, the bivariate pmf for T = (s; t)is: p(i; j) = P[Ys = i; Yt = j℄ (3b)= �(� + i) �(� + j)�(�)2 i! j! p2� (1��)i+j (1� p)i+j(1� �+ �p)�+i+j 2F1(�i;�j;�; z);exatly (1 � � + �p)� 2F1(�i;�j;�; z) times the joint pmf for two independent randomvariables Ys; Yt iid� NB��; p=(1� �+ �p)�. 2



2.1.1 LikelihoodFix � > 0, 0 < p < 1, and � > 0. Let T = ft0 < t1 < � � � < tJg be an inreasing set of timesand y = fy0; y1; : : : ; yJg � N0 an arbitrary set of nonnegative integers. Then the joint pmffor Y � bNB(�; p; �) is the produt of the marginal and the onditionals,P[Y = y j �; p; �℄ = p(y0) Y0<j�J pj�yj j yj�1� (4a)where, for x; y 2 N0 and �j = exp �� �jtj � tj�1j�, the marginal and transition pmfs are:p(x) = �(� + x)�(�) x! p�(1� p)xpj(y j x) = �(� + y)�(�) y! p� (1��j)x+y (1� p)y(1� �j + �jp)�+x+y 2F1��x;�y;�; �j p2(1��j)2 (1� p)� :For equally-spaed times ti � t0 + j�, eah �j = e��� and this simpli�es a bit toP[Y = y j �; p; �℄ = JYj=0�p��(� + yj)�(�) yj! � (1� p)y+(1� �+ �p)y0+yJ�2y+�J�� JYj=1 2F1(�yj�1;�yj;�; z) (1��)2y+�(y0+yJ); (4b)where y+ �PJ0 yj and z = �p2(1��)�2(1� p)�1.For long time series (i.e., those large values of J) with equally-spaed times and ompara-tively few values (so the set R of distint values among fyjg is small enough that jRj2 � J) itis more eÆient to evaluate (using (1) and (3b)) the vetor p(i) = P fY0 = ig and symmetrimatrix P (i; j) = P[Y0 = i; Y� = j℄ of uni- and bi-variate pmfs for i; j 2 R, and ompute fromthese the transition matrix Q(i; j) = P[Yt+� = j j Yt = i℄ = P (i; j)=p(i). The likelihoodfuntion an then be evaluated quikly asP[Y = y j �; p; �℄ = p(y0) JYj=1Q(yj�1; yj) = Q0�j�J P (yj�1; yj)Q0<j<J p(yj) : (4)2.1.2 MCMC for InfereneNo onjugate distributions exist for this family, but onvenient onventional hoies areindependent Beta distributions for p and � and a Gamma distribution for log�. A rou-tine Metropolis-Hastings approah should let us generate an MCMC sample from the jointposterior for �; �; � using steps: 3



� : Gaussian SRW on log sale, �t  �� = �teZÆ�;p : Gaussian SRW on logit sale, pt1�pt  p�1�p� = pt1�pt eZÆp;� : Gaussian SRW on log sale, �t  �� = �teZÆ�where the Z's all denote iid No(0; 1) variates and the Æ's are step sizes, probably about0:10. Note that the unorrelated IID NB(�; p) model is the limiting ase as �!1, so highposterior values of � are evidene against orrelation in the model.2.2 The bNB GeneratorLet Yt � bNB(�; p; �) and let � > 0 be small. Set q = (1�p) and � = 1��� = exp(���)+o(�).Then P[Yt+� = j j Yt = i℄ = i^jXk=0 � ik��p� ��pp+ ��q�k � ��p+ ��q�i�k� �(� + j)�(� + k)(j � k)! � pp+ ��q��+k � ��qp+ ��q�j�k= o(�) if i+ j > 2k + 1. The remaining ases are:P[Yt+� = i+ 1 j Yt = i℄ = �p� ��pp+ ��q�i (�+ i)� pp + ��q��+i� ��qp+ ��q�= �(q=p)(�+ i)� + o(�);P[Yt+� = i� 1 j Yt = i℄ = i �p� ��pp+ ��q�i�1� ��p + ��q�� pp+ ��q��+i�1= �(i=p)� + o(�)P[Yt+� = i j Yt = i℄ = �p� ��pp+ ��q�i� pp+ ��q��+i= (1� i��)�1� (� + i)��q=p�+ o(�)= 1� (�=p)[i(1 + q) + �q℄� + o(�)and hene the generator for the Yt � bNB(�; p; �) proess is
A�(i) = lim�!0E[�(Yt+�)� �(Yt) j Yt = i℄=�= [�(i+ 1)� �(i)℄�(q=p)(�+ i) + [�(i� 1)� �(i)℄�(i=p) (5)=XQij �(j); where Qij = 8><>:(�q=p)(�+ i) j = i+ 1�(�=p)[i(1 + q) + �q℄ j = i(�=p)i j = i� 1In (Wolpert 2011) it is shown that �Yt=� onverges to a gamma distributed di�usion; theloality of the bNB generator (5) (i.e., its dependene only on �(y � 1)) helps explain this.It also reveals the \branhing" nature of the proess| whih inreases from immigration atrate �0 � �(q=p)� and births at rate �+ � �(q=p), and dereases by deaths at rate �� � �=p.4



3 Regression & Non-stationarityIn some appliations (rok-falls, for example) we may expet that some aspet of the proessfYtg (and hene some of the parameters �, p, and �) may vary over time, or depend on someexogenous explanatory variables fXtg. Perhaps the most interesting is probably when �varies as �t, or depends on a vetor ~Xt through a log-linear regression model �t = exp(Xt)for some regression oeÆient vetor . This allows both mean and variane to dependlog-linearly on Xt. The only e�et this has on the likelihood expressions of (4) is thateah appearane of \�" is replaed by an \�j," the average value of �t = exp(Xt) over theinterval [tj�1; tj℄. Optimization or (Bayesian) integration over � is replaed with optimizationor integration over .4 Other NB ModelsThe marginal distribution Yt � NB(�; p) and autoorrelation �st = exp(��jt � sj) don'tharaterize the stationary bNB(�; p; �) proess. Here are three other stationary modelswith those same features. As shown by Wolpert and Brown (2011), however, eah of thesealternatives must fail either to be in�nitely divisible (ID), time reversible (TR), or Markovian.4.1 The Thinning NB ModelThe Thinning Negative Binomial Model tNB(�; p; �) (Wolpert and Brown 2011, x1.1.2) maybe presented reursively at integer times in the form of an initial value Yt0 � NB��; p� forsome t0 2 Z and, at later times t 2 Z, an update step:Yt = �t + �t; where, for � = exp(��),�t � BB�Yt�1; ��; (1� �)��; �t � NB�(1� �)�; p� (6)as the sum of a beta-binomially distributed quantity �t and an independent negative bino-mially distributed �t. A beta binomial variable � � BB(n;�; �) may be viewed hierarhiallyas a Binomial � � Bi(n; �) for a beta-distributed � � Be(�; �). It has pmfP[� = k℄ = �nk��(�+ �) �(� + k) �(� + n� k)�(�+ � + n) �(�) �(�) ; 0 � k � n:This redues to the uniform � � Un(0; : : : ; n) for � = � = 1, so the speial ase of Yt �NB(2; p) with orrelation � = 12 is partiular easy to simulate. Like the Branhing NegativeBinomial Proess of Setion (2), the Thinning Negative Binomial Proess of Eqn (6) is astationary time-reversible Markov proess with Yt � NB(�; p) marginal distributions andautoorrelation Corr(Ys; Yt) = e��js�tj; unlike the earlier proess, it does not have in�nitelydivisible marginals of order 3 or more. One again one an onstrut an expliit likelihoodfuntion involving gamma and hypergeometri funtions (3F2(~a;~b; z), this time) to supportinferene. 5



4.2 The random measure NB modelThe randommeasure Negative Binomial model rmNB(�; p; �) (Wolpert and Brown 2011, x1.2.2)may be written in the formYt = N (Gt) (7)for (symmetri in t� x) sets Gt � R
2 of the formGt = �(x; y) : x 2 R; 0 � y < ��e�2�jt�xj	where N (dx dy) assigns independent random variablesN (G) � NB�jGj; p�to disjoint Borel sets G � R

2 of �nite Lebesgue measure jGj. One an show that eahYt � NB(�; p) with autoorrelation jGs \Gtj = exp(��js� tj). Eah omponent Yt of YT atany �nite olletion of times T = ft0 < � � � < tJg an be written as the sum of some subsetof a �xed olletion of (J +1)(J + 2)=2 independent negative binomial random variables, sormNB is (TR) and (ID), but I don't know any simple losed-form expression for the likelihoodfuntion. It follows from Wolpert and Brown (2011) that it an't be Markov.4.3 The Continuously Thinned NB ModelWolpert (2009) desribes a general method for onstruting Markov proesses with spei�edID univariate marginal distributions by \ontinuous thinning". For the NB distribution,from (6) with � = (1� ��) for small � > 0,P[Yt+� = j j Yt = i℄ = i^jXk=0 P[� = k; � = j � k℄= i^jXk=0 � i! �(�) �(�+ k � ���) �(i� k + ���)(i� k)! k! �(� + i) �(�� ���) �(���)�� ��(���+ j � k)�(���) (j � k)! p���(1� p)j�k�= i^jXk=0 Sik � Tjk
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where for k < i and k < j, respetively, the summand fators areSik = i! �(�) �(� + k � ���) �(i� k + ���)(i� k)! k! �(� + i) �(�� ���) �(���)= ���i! �(�) �(� + k) �(i� k)(i� k)! k! �(�+ i) �(�) + o(�)= � � � i! �(� + k)�(� + i) k! (i� k)� � + o(�)Tjk = �(���+ j � k)�(���) (j � k)! p���(1� p)j�k= ����(j � k) (1� p)j�k(j � k)! � �+ o(�)and hene their produt is SikTjk = O(�2) for k < (i ^ j). For k = i < j,Sii = �(�) �(� + i� ���)�(� + i) �(�� ���)= �(�) �(� + i)[1� ��� (� + i)℄�(�+ i) �(�)[1� ��� (�)℄ + o(�)= 1� ��[ (� + i)�  (�)℄�+ o(�)where  (z) is Gauss' digamma funtion (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964, x6.3). For k = j < i,Tjj = p��� = 1 + (�� log p)�+ o(�):It follows that the transition probability isP[Yt+� = j j Yt = i℄ = i^jXk=0 Sik � Tjk = Si(i^j)Tj(i^j) + o(�)= 8>><>>:��� n (1�p)j�ij�i o + o(�) i < j��� n i! �(�+j)�(�+i) j! (i�j)o + o(�) i > j1� ���[ (� + i)�  (�)� log p℄ + o(�) i = jand so for bounded funtions � : N0 ! R,E��(Yt+�)� �(Yt)� = A�(Yt)� + o(�); where
A�(i) = X0�j<i��[�(j)� �(i)℄� �(�+ j) i!�(� + i) j! (i� j)� (8)+ Xi<j<1��[�(j)� �(i)℄�(1� p)j�ij � i �=XQij �(j)7



where, for i; j 2 N0, Qij = 8>>><>>>:���(�+ j) i!Æ [�(� + i) j! (i� j)℄ j < i���[ (� + i)�  (�)� log p℄ j = i��(1� p)j�iÆ (j � i) j > i (9)For eah � ! 0 let Yj � tNB(�; p; �) with � = 1 � �� = exp(���) + o(�) be the thin-ning proess of (6) at integer times j 2 Z. Construt a proess Z�t at times t 2 �Z by�Z�j� = Yj; j 2 Z
	. Extend the de�nition of Z�t to all t 2 R by setting Z�t = Z��bt=� =Ybt=�, i.e., by letting Z�t be onstant between (possible) jumps. Eah Z�t is a stationaryMarkov proess with univariate marginal distribution Z�t � NB(�; p) and with autoorrela-tion exp(��jt� sj) + o(�). Let Zt be the limit as �! 0. More formally:There exists a unique N0-valued stationary Markov proess Zt with generator A of (8),for whih �(Zt)� �(Zs)� Z ts A�(Zu) duis a martingale on t > s for eah bounded �. This proess also has Zt � NB(�; p) univariatemarginal distributions, and is Markov, with autoorrelation exp(��jt� sj).I've never seen this proess in print, it seems to be new. It an't be the same as thetNB(�; p; �) proess, beause the onditional distribution of Y2 given Y0 for tNB(�; p; �) isn'tthe same as that of Y1 given Y0 for tNB(�; p; 2�). It an't be the same as the bNB, sine thegenerators di�er| reall (5). Sine it's Markov, it an't oinide with the random measurermNB(�; p; �) proess.I don't know its transition pmf Pij(t) = P[Xs + t = j j Xs = i℄ (and hene its likelihoodfuntion), but solving the Kolmogorov forward and bakward equations for the generatormay lead to it if it's needed: ��tPik(t) =Xj Pij(t) Qjk (10a)=Xj Qij Pjk(t) (10b)and where Q = _P (0) is given in (9), so formally P (t) = exp(tQ).
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